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0. Inttoductiun 
The aim of this paper is to give a topos-theoretic proof of the consistency of the 
negation of Soustin’s hypothesis with the axioms of CS, the elementary theory of 
the category of sets (see [IO) ). 
A reformulation of CS given by Lawvere ar:d Tierney in [ 191 reads as follows: 
take !he axioms of an elementary topos and ;sdd those of Choice, Infinity arld Two- 
valuedness. It has been shown by Mitchell [ 131, Cole [4] and Osius [ 141 that 
nl~~~els of CS correspond to model5 of a weak system of Set Theory, weaker than 
Zermeio-Fraenkel with Choice in that the Replacement Schema is lacking. HOW a 
ever, not only is it the case that the Axiom of Separation (which does hold instead) 
allows for a develop,nent of a great deal of mathematics, but also it would follow 
from the remarks given in [ 191 and more detailed in [4] that an independence 
proof relative to CS could be converted into one relative to the categorical counter- 
part of ZFC. To do so one would have to prove that the Replacement Schema, 
suitably formulated, would carry through all the stages of the proof. Nevertheless, 
we shall not assume Replacement of our basic model S of CS. 
The result we prove here is well known. Tennembaum [It%] proved it using 
Cohen’s forcing method, while Jech (6) established it by means of VopZnka model%. 
in [7,8), Jech adapted his proof to the Boolean-valued models version of Solovay 
and Scott. Let us then point out which are the essential features of a proof of inde- 
pendence by topos methods, first attempted by Lawvere and Tierney [ 191 for the 
Continuum Hypothesis. The first step is to fortnulate the statement in question in 
a suitable topos (e.g., with a natural number object) using only internal topos struc- 
ture and equations. The second step consists in finding a Boolean valued model of 
CS (i.e., a topos with Choice and Infinity but not necessarily two-valued) in which 
the statement to be shown consistent holds. The third and last step is to pass to a 
model of OS by means of a logical functor (“ultraproduct” construction) which 
thus preserves the validity of the statement. In a mode\ of C’S the internal and ex- 
ternal versions of the statement coincide. The question of how to proceed in the 
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second step has one reasonable answer: use the main idea of forcing together with 
the machinery of elementary topos theory. 
Let us be more explicit. When the statement to be shown consistent asserts the 
existence of an object with certain characteristicls (e.g., an uncountable set X with 
no epimorphisms into the continuum: a Souslin tree), consider all partial approxima- 
tions to such m object (forcing conditions) and make it into a category (ususli) a 
partially ordered set) P. The total amount of information can be made intcb ~1 
object of the topos #. which may or may not have the required properties. What 
may be iackjng is Booleaness in order to establish such properties of, say. its asso- 
r:iated sheaf. AS we are also in need of a Boolean topos with Choice, the most natu- 
ral thing is to pass to the topos of double negation (vieweti as a topoloa) sheaves 
on fl, denoted Sh..&P). It is shown in [ 191 that Sh,,(& is a Boolean valued 
model for CS. As for the other steps. the first is a matter of skill in making internal 
usual notions of Set Theory ; how appropriate these notions arc tn the arbitrary to- 
pns they are defined is irrelevant o a proof of this kind as one ends up eventually 
in ’ ,nodel of CS where. of~10urse. they should correspond to the usual ones. The 
ks) thi and last step is of a general nature in the method dnd need not be made ex- 
plicit here. We refer the re:ider to ( 191 for the latter as well as for other results used 
in this paper. General topos theory can be learned from 111, 191 or [ 5 ] , but for 
most purposes here the contents of f I!?) should prove sufficient. 
In Section 1 we recall the nature of Soushn’s problem and provide an internal 
version 0f its negation. In a way, this is the key aspect of our proof. In Section 2 
it is shclwt: that certasn Gbjec ts in a topos have global sections whenever they have 
set tions over opens. Also, a canon&l way of obtaining these is given. In SectJon 3 
we show that the associated sheaf of the presheaf constantly wi in Sh-#) has the 
property that its “cofinal’” subobjec ts arc precisely its “uncountable” subobjec ts, 
both these notions interpreted locally. In Section 4 we produce the partially ordered 
set P of forcing conditions and exhibit a Souslin tree in Sh,,(P), thus showing that 
therein S~uslin’s hypothesis fails. In order to carry out tie proof, we make essential 
use of the results of Sections 2 and 3. 
1 am grateful to the Matematisk institut of Aarhus Universitet for hospitality and 
support. ! am ah indebted to the Natronal Research Council of Cmada. A prelimi- 
nary version of this paper appeared in 12 1. 
I. The negation of Souslin’s hypothesis 
SQusIin’s problem [ 161 is a question about the real number system. If one con- 
structs R as the completion of the rationals, then R is characterized by the follow- 
ing properties: R is a linearly ordered set which is .xder complete, has no first or 
last elements and contains a countable dense subset. It follows immediately from 
these properties that every family of non-empty disjoint intervals in R is, at most  
countable. The question raised by Souslin and whose affirmative answer one calls 
“Souslin’s hypothesis“ is whether this consequence call take the place of the exis- 
tence it’ a countable dense subset in the characterization of R. Surprisingly enough, 
it turned out that this question could not be answered within the ‘framework of 
ZFC (it has 3 ncgdtivc answer if one assumes V = L, cf. [ 71 fclr a p,roof). We have 
mentioned in the Introduction proofs of the consistency of the negation; the con- 
srstency of Souslin’s hypothesis was later established by Solovay and Tennembaum 
[ 1 S] . Their method of iterated forcing can also be carried over to topos theory 
and is related to recent embedding theorems of Barr and Joyal. as will be shown 
elsewhere. 
All independence proofs given so far have used the following result due to Miller 
[12j . We first need some definitions. A tree is a partially ordered set ( Y, G) with 
the property that for any ,c, E Y, 
is 3 chain, i.e., linearly ordered. Call antichain any subset of Y any two of whose 
elements are incomparable (if distinct) relative to the relation on Y. A Souslin tree 
is a tree ( Y. <) with Y a set of cardinality h’, and with the property that there sre 
no uncountable chains or antichains in ( Y, G), MilBer proved that Souslin’s hyptr 
thesis is equivizlent to the assertion that there are no Souslin trees. Thus, to pro\c 
the negation consistent with CS, on2 r&rust pladuce a model of CS in whkh there is 
3 Souslin tree. 
According to the recipe given in the Introduction we should start by an internal 
formulation of the statement “there is 3 Souslin tree”. A first remark is that in or- 
der to express the notion of uncountability we must require that the topos E in 
which we shall attempt he formulation in question have a natural namlber object 
in the sense that it satisfies the Axiom of Infinity. This object, in 3 model of CS, 
will be thought of as the object of ali1 natural numbers. We shall use the notation o 
to denote it 3Iso in E. If S is a model of CS. we can still define ol, the first uncoun- 
table, by means only of the Axiom of Separation. By C;intor’s argument (which 
still holds) one has that for any K, K < 2’. By the Axiom of Choice in the form of 
Well-ordering there is 3 least element of (K E (Zw )+I K is uncountable j, and that 
the latter is 3 set follows from Separation as all quantifiers are bounded. The first 
ingredicn t of the statement we wish to internalize will be: there is an object Y of E 
which is uncountable 3nd is equipped with monomorphisms w * Y * Zw. The 
first monomorphism will guarantee that Y is non-empty (we cannot expect a state- 
ment of the form Y # 0 to be preserved by 3 logical functor which is not faithful!) 
whereas the second will imply in 3 model of CS that there exists (by the comparabi- 
lity of cardinals) a monomorphism H, - Y. Suppose then that we have defined 3 
relation Q on Y relative to which (Y, Q) is a Sousiin tree in all except in what the 
c;udinality of Y itself respects. Then it is easy to see that the s3me relation on Nt 
(i.e., the restriction) makes H, into a Souslin tree. 
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Let us now concentrate for a while on the notion of ~‘uncountsble” in a tq~s 
E with w. In order to express that there are no uncountable chains (or antichains) 
in ( Y, R ), where R w Y si Y is a relation on Y which makes it into a partially or- 
dered object, WC shall also need the object which coliec ts all the uncountable sub- 
objet ts of Y, and which should be a subobjec t of S”2 ‘, where S2 is the su bobjec t 
classifier in E. 
We start by giving the internal versions of some constructions in Sets which carry 
over to any topos E an$ by establishing with topos theory some of their usefui pro- 
perties. 
I.I. Singleton. For any object Y ofE denote by 
the morphism whose transpose, denoted 0, : Y X Y + 52, classifies the diagonal on 
Y. I.e.. Cl,, I,): o+Yx Y. 
1.2. Existential quantifier. For any tnorphism f : X + Y. a left adjoint to 
f2f: Ry -+ 52” (these objects viewed as categories via the natural ordering of sub- 
objects) is given as that morphism 
whose tranipow slassifjes the image of the cotnposite 
“* - $2” x x - IXf 52”x Y, 
where EX is the subobject classified by the evaluation map which is the counit of 
the adjoin tnes ( ) X X -4 ( )? 
t-wmmutes, rend if u is monk, it is a pullback. 
PM& Let us consider the transpose diagram 
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and examine the subobjects classified in order to establish commutativity. 
It follows from the pullback diagram 
I4 x z 
YXZ --------+zxz @z , 
I I 
:L 
C1y.U) qf, 12’ 
i, 
true 
y _. __ __ __ _” __.. --_.____---* z .---,- _-- 
- -.._-- 1 
that one of the diagonals classifies the subobjec t ( t y, tr ) of Y X Z. A look at the 
diagram 
Y 
IXU 
Y 
c lyxz .-_-. x z_-...- 
t 
I 
I i hx* 
*~*Yp-~ 
XY ____._ _ _ .__,___.__-_+ gp x y 
1 I 
A’ .~-_.-._-___ - --- _... __._+ E 
1 
-_-_._- .-_. __, 
will convince us that this is precisely the subobject classified by the other iliagon~l. 
Indeed, since pulling back preserves image factorizations, *he subobjec t we want will 
be the image of that obtained by pulling back along { )y X 2 the composite 
Ey +42*x Y I-’ u +52* X 2. Since the top left square is a pullback. we only need 
to identify the subobject of Y X Y which is obtained by pulling back Ey along 
{ )u X Y. Since the latter composed with evaluation, i.e., with ev : Cl* X Y -+ 52, is 
precisely the transpose of ( )*, it classifies by 1.1 the diagonal on Y. Now 
and is already manic. But this is the subobject found before. 
If u is manic, so is 3U. This follows from the equation CP l gu = id. Let us esta- 
blish the pullback property. Given 
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commutative, taking transposes yields the equation Q X 2- TU = 0 X Z-ez. It is 
easily established as we did above, that the subobject classified by rjr X 250, is 
( 126” @>, and that the subobject ciassitied by a X 29 Fu is the composite 
B-WX Y~~WXZ, 
where B ++ W X Y is classified by the transpose W X Y 4?--+ 51 of the given cy. (Use 
that II is manic.) Since these are the same (isomorphic, in fact, but the same argu- 
ment works), one must have some W --L Y for which the diagram 
commutes and B = W. This gives fl= TW. To show that 1. ( )v = at, show that the 
transpose of -y l { jy classifies ( 1 W, 7). But this is clear. The uniqueness follows 
since 3U is nsonic. 
1.4. Lr?mma. Let 
“; i f y __8__+ 2 
br a pullbuck. If g (and thus also a) is manic, then 3 preserves this pullback. 
Roof, Crnnted the funl:torial properties of 3, which are ~~11 known, we shall es- 
tablish the universality assertion. Given x : K + six and y : K + $2’ (with 
A A+ K X x and B _b K X Y respectively the subobjects classified by _Jaeir 
transpo_ses x and_v) such that x l 3f = 7 . 36, we show that &ere exists K k_, OP 
with z l 3, = &ndk*jl,,=i. 
Transposing the data, we have the equation 
The subobject classified by the left-hand side is the image of 
Ad?-+ KXX- lx.’ KXZ 
and that of the right-hand side is simply 
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(4s g is monk). These being the same, it follows that there is a fat torization of 
a* t X f-with image 6 9 I X g and thus there exists an epimorphism q : A - B such 
that the outer diagram in 
KXX 
II,_/ 
1 
KXZ 
commutes (the inner is clearly a pullback), thus guaranteeing the existence of a 
unique A AK X P, manic, and we claim that the transpose of its characteristic 
k map K X P -+ St is what we want to find. But this follows from the observation 
that the composite k X X* q classifies c l (1 X a) and is the transpose of z l 3,. 
Since co (1 X at) = (I and is thus also classified by x, it follows that k* 3, = x. Simi- I... 
larly, the composite k X Y l gp classifies the image of c l ( B X fl) whic5 is b and is 
classified by y. Thus, also % l 3, = y. 
1.5. Graph. Denote by 
the composite 
yx (c)u)* 
b (ny)x 9, $2”x y, 
where q is the canonical isomorphism given by the Cartesian closed structure of the 
topos. 
1.6. Image. Denote by 
imX,Y : Yx4-2y 
the corn pod te 
3 
An alternative description is given in [ 19) ; the transpose of imx y is the characte- 
ristic function of the image of 
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cmmutes, and if u is nmttic, it is a pllbmk. 
Proof. Consider the diagram 
X 
yx --- --- r_rr., (QY )X _ ___‘I._+ QXX y ___ __“I__, $2’ 
Since ( _fl has a left adjoint, it preserves pullbacks; in particular, when u is manic 
it preserves the pullback established in Lemma 1.3. This accounts for the left 
square above. The middle one being commutative with top and bottom isomor- 
phisms must be a pullback too. Apply Lemma 1.4 to deduce that the right square 
is also a pullback since when u Is manic, 3 preserves the pullbaclr 
1.8. Equdizer map. Denote by 
yQ yx !%L+ $--# 
that morphism which is the composite 
yxxyxJl$Yxr~Y* QXXYXQXXY&$~XXY 3”O ,QX* 
The reader shoutd have no difficulty in verifying that for given maps f, g : X + Y 
the morphism 1 ‘Jg’b Yx X Yx composed with eqx, Y assigns the characteristic 
map of their equ@er, a subobject of X. He should also apply this procedure to our 
previous constructions to see that our definitions are adequate. 
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1.9. Object of epimorphisms (cf. [ 191). Denote by Epi(X, Y) 3-L Yx the map 
in the pullback diagram 
ex Y Epi(X, r) > _ ___.. .._T ___. _+ YX 
i i 
jmx, Y 
] >-- 
true y 
-.._ .---__* QY 
EquivafetHly, Epi(X, Y) Lgdk Yx is the equalizer of the pair 
YX 
imXY 
~J-_---rf Q” * 
t l hue y’ 
where in this case t denotes the unique map Yx + 1. 
I JO. Uncountable objects. An objet t Y of E is called uncountable if Y # 0 and 
Epi(o, Y) = 0. 
Let B a’+ Y be a subobject of Y. Note that we can express the uncountability 
of EI as an objet t via the monomorphism II as follows: Denoting by oh(u) ; Y + 52 
the characteristic function of u, B is uncountable iff ch(u) # false, and if u is not 
the image of any morphism G! --) Y. 
In a Boolean topos the subject StY7’false~’ + fly, i.e. the complement of 
bfak j7 
I P----+ $2 y, describes the non-zero subobjects globall!!. In the non-Boolean 
cas we can use the followi*ng alternative description: 
J . I I. Won-zero subobjects. Let (Sky )‘- ii2 y be the subobject classified by the 
morphism 
J .12. Proposition. Let B +% Y and ch(u) : Y --* 52 its characteristic function. 7%en 
the diagram 
EpiCa, B) ,_-~~~_--_* By--____~~.__.-+ YO 
I I r,h(t$ 1 im, Y 7 
1 ____. __ _.. _ _ .- _-.___.___ -  - __------_-----* QY 
is a pullback (where w stands for any object in E). 
Proof. We need only put together the pullback defining Epi(~, B) and that of Lem- 
ma 1.7 as follows: 
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is an equu!ixr. 
1.M. hcountable subobjects. Let us denote by 
the subobject of s2 y which is the intersection of the following two subobjects of ay: 
(St y)’ 21* $2 y (see 1 .l 1) and the equalizer Gf the pair 
nr -+I 
The justification for this definition lies in Corollary I. 13. 
Before we describe other objects in a topos relevant o the description of the no= 
tion of a Souslin tree, let us establish aproposition which will be needed later and 
which is obvious for the topos of sets. 
k 
1.15. Propositim. An epimwphism B - C induces morphisms 
(i) Epi(A, B) + Epi(A, C), 
(ii) Epi(C’, A} -+ Epi(B, A), 
fur any A. 
Proof. (i) Since B 
k 
--H C is an epimorphism, the diagram 
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is commutative. From the first statement of Lemma I .7 follows that 
SA imd,B -._._ L-. . ______+ QB 
t 
kA !zJ 3” 
t?. 
‘m.4 c ._-. - ._L __-...+ flc 
is commutative. By the remark following Definition 1.9 it follows that the diagram 
! t* trucB 1 
i 
kd 1 i3k 
commutes and thus the required morphism exists by the universal property of 
equakers. 
k 
(ii) Since B - C is an epimorphism, the diagram 
AC 
hA _- . . -_L_.-+ $2/’ 
Ak 
i I id . 
,@ __ _ _ ..!?!!k!__~ 52” 
commutes. This can be established easily by passing to transposes 
Akx 1 __-- 
I 
i 
id 
~8 X A in’B A .._ _.__.a.._~---..--+ 52 
7-. 
since now the subobject classified by Ak X A l m&d IS obtained by pulling back 
along Ak X A the image of (n,, ev), and this is the same as the image of 
( no, AC X k l ev ), i.e., the image of AC X k l ( no, ev) which, since k is epi, amounts 
to the image of ( no, ev) which is precisely the subobject classified by i”c,A (:f. 1.6) 
as required. 
In order to apply an argument similar to that of(i) with equalizers in order to 
ge, the desired map we need only show that 
commutes, but this is trivial. 
1.16. Partially ordered objects. Let Y be an objet t in E. We say that Y is a partially 
ordered object with the relation R ++ Y X Y (of characteristic function p ] if the fol- 
towing hold: 
{i) rEf7exir~i~~: (1 y, I,4 G R; 
(ii) transirir~i[~: denote by ‘rrO1 9 nlZ and 2r02 the three projections Y X Y X Y + 
Y X Y; Ie t R 0 R - Y X Y be the subobject classified by 
The condition now reads: R 0 R G R. 
I. 17. ChGns. A chain of ( Y, p j is any subobject B P’-+ Y for which a factorkation -- 
exists, where R--l is the inverse relation ctassificd by Y X Y Ld_“,I3_, Y X Y -5 S2. 
1.18. Squaring map. knote by sq : Sty + fiux * the composite 
. 
s-2’ 
(4-Z *tl Al ,fl ) .Yx Y 
I--.--- -.+ s-p” y x fzyx y .._.___-------* $px y , 
It can be shown that the effect of quaring the characteristic map of a subobjec t 
E t &+ Y result? in the characteristic map of the subobject B X B 21x.L Y X Y 
(cf. [a] 1. 
1.19. Object of chains. J_et Chn 
the equalizer of the pair 
(y p) 
’ 
* Sty be that subobject of sty described by 
1.20. Antichains and object of antichains. An antichain of (Y, p) is any subobject 
B-2-r Y with the property that “distinct elements are unrelated”, i.e., one can des- 
cribe the object $ all antichains of ( Y, p) as given by the subobject 
Ant+ Y P)* Q , which is the equalizer of the pair 
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1.2 1. Trees. Dew te by 
the exponential adjoint of p- I. We shall say that a partially ordered objet t ( Y, p) 
is a tree if the following relation between subobjects of $2y exists: 
image(J segP) G Chn,Y,P). 
1.22. Souslin trees. A tree ( Y, p) is said to be a Souslin tree provided 
(i) there exist monomorphisms w - Y w W and Epi(w, Y) = 0; 
(ii) Chn,y P) n (RY),,, = 0 and AntchnIY #‘, n (SZY)unc = 0. I . 
Front the way we have introduced the constructions involved in the definition it 
is clear that in a model of CS this notion coincides with that given at the beginning 
of this section. 
Note, finally, that any functor preserving topos structure (i.e., finite limits and 
colimits, exponentiation and the subobjectxlassifler) and which also preserves the 
natural numlxr otrject must preserve the statement “tne object (Y, p) rs a Souslin 
tree’*. The functor used in order to pass from a Boolean valued model of CS to a 
2-valued model has these properties (cf. [ 19, Theorem 21). 
2. Sections over opens and glaba! sections 
Let E be a topos. An object U of E is called Opel1 provided it satisfies any of the 
conditions of the following lemma. 
2.1. LRmma. 77to folluwing are equivalent: 
(i) the map tu : U -+ 1 is manic; 
(ii) fur all Z there exists at must one Z + U (y, for every Y every mirp U -+ Y is 
monk); 
(iii) for all Y the projection nl “1 U X Y -+ Y is manic. 
2.2. Cotoky. Let U be open. Then: 
(iv)+, lU>:U-WX li’isiso; 
(11) * (iii). Givenf‘,g : 2 -+ U X Y such that f* 2rt =g* zt, it follows that fS= g 
he~au~c f* no and g 0 E() are both marphisn~s Z + U and thus equal. 
(iii) =j (j). Irmnedia te since It7 = 77 1: U X I -+ 1. 
{iv) no : CJ X U + U is manic by (iii) and is epic since ( I cc. Ice) . ~t[) = 1 (,. 
fv) By (iii), 
l,:, y x “1 : ( ux Y)X(UX Y)-WX YX Y 
is monk and aiso 
(vi) Let I;0 I b” + Lfx be the transpose of the projection in to 1;‘. It is manic by (ii) 
and the equation I/x l iTo = I 
arId therefore the composite’ 
rx holds because there is only one map Vy X X --+ U 
tI< ix X l no which is the transpose of the above must 
be equal to the evaiuatian rtm~ which is the transpose of the identity. 
, (vii) The map 
ES an ismsrphism, where x : I -+ X is a.ny global section. Use (vi) and the artesian 
closed structure. C;tfl this map $ : (U X Y,F -+ 0 X Yx. We claim that the transpose 
of the compasi te $49 : (U X Ypy -+ (U X u)x is evaluation. Note that 
e”x, ux Y =qn(jf x x*cvX,p(7?~f x Xw,,y). 
We need only verify that $2. nt = (nl )’ X X. evx 
* y, which is exactly the case. 
2.3. Lemma. Let U be open and let h : 0 X Y + St be gd ~‘en so that it cksifies 4 
mmmo@~isrn u : B * U X Y. it follows that the subabject classified by the truns- 
pose of the crlmposite 
is precise& B z-+(UX Y)+-----+ Y, =I 
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Proof. The diagram 
1XY - 
t 
‘x=ll 
IX(UX Y) 
Y I 
rh-7 x ) 
-*_ . I-__u_* #‘X Y) x y =1 l 
5J x (UX Y) 
1xq T _I-- W 
_-- --..-+QCUX 4 x-;j y 
t 
I 
s2 
: 
true 
B --II.--I,-* E (UX Y) --1 
should be self;explanatory in view of similar arguments employed in Section I and 
clearly establishes the conclusion. 
In the nest two propositions we shall establish that given any section of the ob- 
jects of chains or antichains of any I Y, p) or of the object of the uncountable sub- 
objects of any Y, there is a rule for producing a global section for each of these ob- 
jects. 
2.4. Ropdtion. Let U be open mid ( Y, p ) a partial& ordered object in a tgpos E. 
Let fi I U -+ sZy be a section 01Chn( y,P) * Q y (respectiwZy of An tchn(y,,) * fz y ) 
cmd assume thct the tmwpuse h : U X Y + Sz classifies the subobject B -5 U X Y. 
mv# B A w x Y +--“1, Y is CI chain (respective& art antichain) of ( Y, p ). 
Proof. Renote by (J : Y X Y -+ Sk a morphism and let K * ay be the equalizer of 
the pair 
The results will follow (letting u = p VP- 1 and u = p -0,) respectively ) if we show 
more generally that if 8 : W + $2 * factors through K )c* SZy, then the subobjec t 
u*nl Xu*nl :BX Br*YX YissmalIerthanorequaltoS-YX Y,wherethe 
latter is classified by u : Y X Y + St. The condition on 6 : U -+ Qy says that 
Transposing we obtain 
Since the diagrams 
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hxYxY sq 
u x y x y --------1__, j-J Y x y x y _-__- _..__ -..___) 52 
i !: 
‘n()p ?T*p 
i I nol*ev X iio2*ev hxh ii 
(0 x r) x (U x yj -*---- -_-UII) Q x a - _.___--_ I“__ __.__+ 52 
and 
are both commutative, the condition reduces to tt X h l A G n i X n l . u since, by 
Corollary 2.2(v), the map (nOI, o2 a ) is iso. The left-hand side of the inequality clas- 
sifies the subobject N X u : f# X B -+ (U X Y) X (U X Y), whereas the right-hand side 
classifies the subobject in the wiibwk diagram 
In terms of subobjects the condition says that there is a factorization 
and therefore also a factorization 
letting #3 = y(rr. We have finished the proof. 
2.5. fropositi~n. Let U be opera rtd Y any object in a topos E with a natural num- 
ber object w. Let 6 : W + R y detetmine a section of (Sty June - 52 y and let 
BA (VX Y)beckkssifiedbyitstranspmeh:WX Y-42. ThenBkU’nl+Yis 
closs;ifieJ by a global section of (52 y )wnc * 52 y ; i.e., B is uncountable. 
UlOlj SMOllOj S!yl ‘GM!lJ’!lllUWIO3 S? 
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condition on h as fdk~ws (red that \c? is iso and 3,, manic): The diagram 
is an equaltier. By Coroliary 1.13, it follows that Epi(w, B) = 0. 
3. Cofinality 
In this section we shall assume that E is a topos of the form Sh,+P) with the 
notation employed in 1191; i.e., S is a model of CS, P is a partiaily ordered set m S 
and SI+-+P) is the category (topos) of double negation sheaves on the functor ca- 
tcgory (topos) sp. 
As in [ I ?] we shall use the notations 
sp 
A 
+c__- 
*----+ s, 
(1.4 
where & assigns to 3 set S the constant presheaf Ps and where i denotes the inclu- 
sion of presheaves into sheaves and a : Zi? + Sh,+P) is the retlection, i.e., the as- 
sociated sheaf unctor. These adjoint pairs give rise by composition to an adjoint 
pair 
Sh-&P,& S . 
I’ 
i.e., pi i&t adjoint tcJ f‘ (I‘(X) is the set of global sections of X) and A (for a set S, 
$ is the sheaf as;sociated to the constant presheaf) isleft exact (preserves finite left limits). 
For p E P denote also by p E fl the representable functor hemp@, l ). It is al- 
ways a separated object but not necessarily a sheaf. When we need to make a dis- 
tinction we &ail write P@) for the associated sheaf. 
The family of representable functors is generating for #. Since the unit of the 
adjunction 4 i i is manic and dense for separated objects, it follows by sheaf ex- 
tension properties that the family of stll a(p) with p E P is generating for Sh,-,(P). 
But also because of this extension property it will be enough to consider sections 
(in Sp) over the p E Sp even in the case of a sheaf. 
Let w1 be the first uncountable ordinal iaS. Its uncountable subobjects are preci- 
sely the cofinal ones. The following definition of “cofinal” allows us to prove a si- 
milar result for G, E Sh,-+P). 
3.1. Defmition. A subobject B 2-+ G, in Sh,,(P) is called cofhaf if &I f: 0 and 
the following condition is satisfied: 
For each p f P (with B(p) # 0) and each QL E wl , there exists q 2 p (in P) and 
& Z a (in w1 1 such that there exists q-:L B with 
J 
4 -4 s 
I I 
’ 1& 
i 
. 
1 
1 - c_& 
commutative. We say that “y forces that fi belongs to u” and write q it fiE u. 
3.2. Remark. Ifw is the natural number object in S, it follows that cj is the natural 
number object of Sh ,,(P). Use, e.g., Freyd’s characterization i 151 of the natural 
number object in terms of exactness properties and use the exactness of 
A: S -. Sh,, (P) to see that these must be preserved. 
L2t us also recall that !3+$P) is a Boolean topos. 
Proof. (0 * (ii). Assume that B L+ cj, is cofinal. 1fB is not uncountable, we shall 
get a contradiction. Given that Epi(ij, B) # 0, it follows that there is a p E P and a 
section p + Epl[ti. RI. As shown in [NJ, such a section is completely determined 
by an epimorphism 
(,with k l no = ra). Thus we have for each q 3 p an epimorphism 
4 
G(Y) - s(y) l 
Using cofinality we can obtain, from any CI E w1 and any q E P, q Z p, some 
q, ;bz q and fl,> a as well as some ycr E f3(q,) such that 
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is Commutative. Since ‘I, > 9 2 p_ ktqab is epi and so there exists some 2, E cj(q, ) 
such tht za l k&, = &. 
Since Aa *zL cj is dense. there exists r* 52 9a such that (za jr0 E .Ao(ro ) = u. 
We ali ~z&.,# =~1, E w. Putting together this information, it gives us a commutative 
diagram 
where Et,*, denotes the conlposite 
Note that the * (&). Bw --+ WI ) define ;i natural transformation. 
Suppose that we can construct a sequence @&.:,I with each & 3 CL. as well 
as cuxesponding r* 2 p and nck f c3 with the above property plus the fat t that rf 
c’< Q’, then bet G Q. Then there is a monomorphism (&.&,, P+ w given by 
& be,- Indeed. if II, = n,, (where or < a’), then by naturali ty of [ and since 
‘* G ‘&. one hiis that the diagrams 
are both commutative and therefore $, = &, which is not possible (by naturality ot 
Y:Ao) --* 43 I this time) unless (3, = &*, This monomorphism plus the fact that by 
construction the sequence {&LC’L’l rs cofinal in o 1 would bring a clear contra&c= 
tion. Let us then construct such a sequence using cofkality via the consequence we 
have atready analyzed in this proof. It can be done by induction starting with rO = p 
and PO 2 0 which we get by the assumption that B(p) f 0. Let no = 0. The next 
step is to get, using cofinaiity with rO and 1 E w1 some rl > r. as well as fir 2 1 
and nt such that tzl l &l) = &. At a limit stage or we first let rk EP be such that , 
pi 2 r,, for 41 y C 7 as the sequence isnon-decreasing. Use this rk and o( in order tc\ 
produce ‘h_ Z@ F: and fl* 2 at as well as n, such that rra l &,a1 = &. Since this def3nes 
the en tire sequence, we have tbc required contradiction. Thus Epi( &, B) = 0. 
(ii) * ii). Assume now that Epi(G. B) = 0 but that. nevertheless, B &+ ~2, is 
not cc&al. In order to get a contradiction, we shall use the Booleaness of Sh,-,(P). 
Pn fat t, we need the following: 
Proof. Using the fact that in d Boolean topos a subobject and its complement 
fllrm a coproduct diagram, e.g., 
is a coprwluct, define P map k : X X A 4 X X B by means of the data given by the 
pair 
XX&‘,XXB 
and 
k is uniquely determined by the equations 
the illrst of which already says that k is epi as required. We claim that k l no = no 
foltows as well, This, of course, is all we need to show. Note that 
m+no = 
(by assumption on m), 
Tm*k*l$ 
Thus the claim holds. 
We proceed with the proof of the theorem. To say that B &-+ ti, is not cof‘lnal 
is equivalent with the existence of some p E P (far which B(p) # 0) and of s Jrne 
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in Sh,,(P) such that tpr 9q, = no, as follows, where the larger diagram is required 
in order to sllow that IN is mono: 
,*, /_p yR’--=---+ 
A/ ----I-- 
tn.. 
a- 
& a) __._._ v 
aw 
XU 
PX~~, ------a(p) X ti 
Explicitly , m extends BI’ l u itlong the dense manic map u X 6. Since the entire dia- 
gram cornmu tcs, both nr *o(l)) X i and u(p) X tr extend the same map along v X b, 
thus they are equal and nr is manic. /\ 
By Lemma 3.3. I there is a section p + Epi( J Q, B). <In the other hand, there is in 
S an epimorphism w - 4 a since initial segments of w I are countable. Now, 4 pre- 
serves epimorphisms (which in a topos are always regular) as it is a left adjoint. 
Thus ti -H% is an epimorphism in Sh,-$P). By Proposition 1. 15( ii) a morphism 
Epi( C a, B) -+ Epi(&, B) 
is induced. and the above section yields. by composition. also a section 
p --* Epi[C, n) . 
This is a contradiction to our assumption that Epi(&, B) = 0. Thus R & a, must 
be cofinaf. 
3.4. Corollary. Let P be as in the statement of the theorem. Then a, is uncountable. 
Roof. The identity subobject cj, -+ cj, is cofinal. 
35. Remark. The corollary will also be a consequence of the countable chain con- 
dition on the P to be used in the proof of the main theorem of the next section. 
But we MI use the theorem we have just proven in order to establish alink with 
more intuitive set-theoretic arguments. 
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4 The model and the Souslin tree 
Let $ be a mr~dcl ofC.5. Defhc P to be the set of 311 characteristic functir~ns ui
finite trees in q. partially ordered by extensions. Assume that ~(a, Q) = 1 for all 
LIP E o 1 and that p(a, 0) = 1 implies that (IL < 8. Then by a finite tree WC mean a tree 
y such that the set 
p* = {o E oi : p(a, ~3) or p(& a) is defined for some 0) 
IS a finite subset of w f. We state two lenmas to the effect that P satisfies the condi- 
tions of Theorem 3.3 and also that it satisfies the countable chain condition in a 
mt>re specific way which wil1 be suitable t%r establishing Suuslin tree properties of 
a certain object later. The tirst is straightforward and the second is shown in Tcn- 
nembam f 181. 
In &@, define a relatior. R ‘- A(q X w1 ) on Aw, as follows: Let 
R@,= {(aJl)Ew~ x wl: p(aJ)= 1). 
We have clearly a subfunctor of Aq . it is nnmediate to see that (Au 1, R) is a tree, 
essentially, because ach p is one, It is also easy to see that R ++ a(w I X w l ) is 
closed in t.heTLtapolugy. Indeed, let Q, /3 4f w) be such that for all q 2 p there 
exists I 2 q with r(a, 0) = 1. We claim that /II@, fl) must be defined, for otherwise 
we could find q ;21 p with C&I, 0) = 0 and thus no r 3 q would satisfy r(a, 0) = I. 
Therefore, p@, 13) = f as there is r 3 p with r(a, /3) = 1. 
Since R *+ A@, X w1 ) is 17closed, its characteristic function lands in S2,-,. 
r.e., is some morphism p : A(w , X w I ) ++ Q1,. Since the associated sheaf unctor 
preserves pullbacks, it follows that o(p) is the characteristic function of 
o(R) *+ (;I, X &I. (Note that we also use that S+, = I f 1 and hence preserved by 
4 as, in generaLa does not preserve the subobject classifier or exponentiation.) 
4.3. Proposition. (G,, a(R 1) is a tree. 
Roof. We have already observed that ( Aw 1 , R) w;1s a tree. The associated sheaf 
preserves partially ordered objects, the only non-trivial part is that it preserves rela- 
tional composition needed for transitivity, but this follows from preservation of image 
facWriLatio,ns. 
Since a preserves equaIiLcr diagrams and since (!2:,) for any Y is a sheaf since 52,-? 
is a sheaf, it follows that the above diagram is preserved and that therefore 
Proof. From a monomorphi~m w , - 2” m S follows the existence of 3 inonomor- 
phkm 6, )-* Zw in ShUm(P). Therefore it is enough if we can show that there is a 
monomorphism 
tn turn, it IS enou@ to get a monomorphism 
E Aw A(20) i+------u+ s-27-j * 
That this is so follows from_ the fact that the dense monk map v : clw w cj induces 
an isomorphism S2:4: s S2y7 (since S2,-, is a sheaf) and then because of the exten- 
sion property for sheaves. Thus from such a [ one could be sure of getting at least a 
map 
-+ 
2w ----4 nq,w 
such that V* $ = & where v : A(29 w 2w is the dense monk in question. We must 
still show that such a J/ would also be a manic map. To do so, we test on a pair of 
maps 
a Q 
pz* 2w 4 
b 
St, A1” 
which we assume qual. 
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Pulling back o and b along A( Zw ) :* Zw produces dens subobjec ts R, * p and 
4 w p as well as maps as in the diagram 
where wt’ have also included the intersection Rab = R, n Rh once more a dense 
subobject of p. From the diagram and the assumption II 9 $ s b l Ij, we conclude 
that P = b as follows: From a. $.J =b~~foliowsy*a*~=yoa*~andthus 
a*~~~=~~b*~,andsince~ismonic,a~~=~*~.Thusalsoa~~*v=g~~*u,i.c., 
o*aoa=il~p*boryocl=y*b.SincerrandbhawecodomainaSlleafandsinceyis 
dense, it fc~Ilaws that II = b, and so JI is monk. 
In order to find a monomorphism 
we shall define a closed subobject of A( Zw X w) as follows: 
.X(p) = {(A, tr)E Z* X o: A infinite or else A g p* and 
?USp* --A andp(a,n)= I for ailaEA ). 
_” 
E A(Y X w)----+ a,-, 
be its characteristic morphism and let [ be its transpose. We want to show that 5 is 
manic. Let A, 13 E (2”) and assume the two composites .2 
to be equal. This is so if and only if also the two transpose morphisms 
rA7 X Aw 
Au I-~--__+ --Y---------b 
?&‘X Aw 
AfZw X w) 
are equal. And they are, in turn, iff the two subobjects tiey classify are isomorphic. 
For A, such a subobject has the folIowing value at p E P: 
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w if A is infinite, 
‘lr,&j (II) = 
(n; N Ep* A and p(n, ItI = 1 for all Q E A ) 
if A finite and A ?- p* , 
(,9 ifA finite but A &I* . 
We claim that if A f B, then there exists p E P such that Xii 7 Xs. Indeed, define 
p by lettingp+ = A U R U {n ‘j. where N E A U R. Assun~e that b E B - A exists. 
Then let P(a, 11) = I for all CI E A (while forcing A to he a chain) r:nd let p( 6, n) = 0 
for all b E B -- A. It follows that 11 E XjI (p) whereas ,X&I) = 0. Thus 5 is monk. 
4.5. Theorem. (ij, . a(R 1) is u Souslin tw in Sh,+P). 
Roof. By Definition 1.22 and Propositions 4.3 and 4.4 it follows that we arc left 
with showing that 
s 
We now Invoke the generating prqerty of the opens in Sh--#) as well as the 
results of Section 2 in order to conclude that it is en&q& to show that the abo1.e 
objects have no glooal sections. This is the contents of 4.5.1. end 4.52 below. 
4.5.1. Lemma. Let B 6 cj I be an antichuin of(cj, , o(R)). 17ten either B = 0 or 
efw Epi(ti, 13) # 0. 
Roof. Assume that B # 0 and that Epi(ti, B) = 0. We shall get a contradiction 
from the property of being an antichain. 
By Theorem 3.3, B Z+ rjt is cofmal. Let p E P with B(p) # 0. Let 
W= {qEP: q>pand thereexistspEq* withq It-- #?Eu}. 
Letf: h’-+w, be such that 
f(y)= rnaxuEy*: y It fiEz.4). 
Note thatflq)E q* and also that the image off is cot’lnal in ol. By Lemma 4.2, it 
follows that there is some q E P and p l, p2 E W such that q 2 pl, p , 
f(pl j Cf(p2) and 4(f(pl),f@2)) = 1 l By definition off(pi),pi It-- I? (pi E u and 
ffPi) E $. Therefore, since q extends both, it is also the case that f(piI E q* and that 
(1 it- flpi) e U. Since u is an antichain, one must have q(&q ),&.Q)) = 0 since 
Apt ) ffIP2 ). This is a contradiction. Thus Epi(&, B) # 0. 
452. ternma. Let B ,U, ti 1 be II chain of (ti 1 , a(R)). Thera either B = 0 or 
Epi(ti. B) + 0. 
Proof. Assume B # 0 and Epi(ti, 8) = 0. By Theorem 3.3, tr is cotinal. This allows 
us to def’ine, by induction, a sequence 
cofinaJ in o1 , non-decreasing, and some r f P with r !I-- pi E u fm all i E 1. 
Let p E P be such that l?(p) f= 0 and p .,’ B a section over p. By [ 19, Lerm~a 
11, there exists r0 2 p and &, E w 1 such that the diagram 
commutes. Note that this says that r. I-- & E u. We start off the induction with rn 
and PO, using cofinaiity of u in order to get r1 2 r. and pI 3 PO such that rI if- #II E u. 
At a l&nit stage, assuming that for all 7 < or we have defined the ‘;r and the 1?, 
in such a way that both sequences are monotone non-decreasing, WC use now Lem- 
ma 4.1 in order to get F* >r,. Note that r k- /$, Eu for all ‘)* <cr. Next, cofinality 
with i;cll and fi, 2 fir for all ‘y <Q gives us ra and /3*. The indexing set of the sequen- 
ce just defined is I = wl 9 but we use I in order to avoid confusion. It is clear that 
the required r is gotten by once more app!ying Lemma 4. I. 
For each i, j E / let Qil& r be chosen so that 9i,@iv fit) is defined and. since u is a 
chain, the latter must be I. Chow also Yii e 9; as wetI 3s ‘ii 2 Q~S with rii(fiiv TijJ = I 
and r&$ Q) = 0. Let V ,r+ Ao 1 be given by V(9) = (Tij: 9 2 rij . Then V ++ Ao 1 I 
is an antic@.in. For, given Tit, y&l E V(y), assume j < k, we claim that then 
9(Tij. 7~) = 0. Otherwise, since 9 3 rij and 9 3 r&l if we assume 9(Tijv ykl) = 1, a 
contradiction follows from the equalities 9(pi, $ = 0,9(4, ok) = 1 and 
9(&+ 7~) = 1, this being impossible since 9 is a tree. It is easy to see that then also 
4( 19 w CJ t is an antichain. Use the fat t that lR P+ A(o 1 X w 1 ) is 3 closed subob- 
ject. FinalJy, a( V) Y+ G, is cofinal by construction. Thus, by Theorem 3.3, a( v) is 
uncountable. The existence of an uncountable antichain contradicts Lemma 4.5.1. 
Thus Epi(&, B) # 0. 
We have ar!so completed the proof of the theorem. 
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